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Nike Lunar Flyknit Chukka new color-prone 2013-12-08 23:29:14
In addition to everyone before the exposure of a new color, overwhelmed Nike Lunar Flyknit Chukka again exposed a new color. The
color with blue and yellow as the main body of the fly line outside of the shoes are in yellow and azure presented in the form of yin and
yang, there is no exact information about the sale of shoes. 
Nike Air Foamposite One recent individual customized version "Galaxy" 2013-12-08 23:35:42
Recently sneakers Players Cody Moore unveiled ingenuity with dark style Nike Air Foamposite One "Galaxy" personal customized
version, this version of the Galaxy spray than official close to simple black and white color color, if you like this custom work?
Liu Xiang after the game, claiming to be the headquarters of Nike employees who wrote that Liu Xiang "is completely within the
sponsor's plan" is a result of the agreement decision. However, as one of the sponsors Nike has made an official statement, denied
the rumors. 
Nike said in a statement: "relevant 'Sponsorship Liu Xiang' online article entirely malicious rumors, which not only misled netizens, but
also seriously damaged the company . The reputation we have with the government immediately contacted the parties concerned, in
order to identify the source of the rumor of "
. Liu Xiang retire because of injury in the afternoon, Nike has published official statement: "To be able to work closely with Liu Xiang
proud." The next day, Liu Xiang Nike emergency production starring ad published in some of the mainstream print media on the
continent. 
Liu himself to this point has to be a clarification: "There is such a thing, I think some people are too rich imagination, I do not know
what the sponsors of the contract can? and Olympic gold medal compared to, I think a little bit of brain think people can understand it 
. Beijing BOCOG Executive Vice-President and Secretary-General Wang Wei said yesterday Liu Xiang indeed because a leg injury
and was unable to participate in the competition too heavy, so we are sympathetic. Wang said that Liu Xiang in the last minute or find
a way to participate in the competition, but it does because of a leg injury can not participate in the competition is too heavy, so we
also expressed sympathy for Liu Xiang himself said later to keep a good hurt, we must continue to participate in the competition, to
reproduce past glory, to repay his expectations of the community, so we are still very tribute to his spirit.
If you are on the Jordan Brand's classic black and red and white and red elements must be among the best! Today the official
release of a set of Air Jordan series of shoes to the element will be selected as a blueprint to build, combined with high-quality
leather and classic elements, will make its place in the circle next year's sneaker! It is reported that the series of shoes will be on sale
next year in the spring, but also did not release a specific time, like friends, please continue to focus our follow-up report it.
Supra Skytop 3 & quotHawk & quotcolor enjoy 2013-12-08 22:45:14 known as skateboarding �������ǵ� legendary
skateboarder Tony Hawk air rotary motion with its classic 900 & degwhile skaters It can be described as a household name.
Recently, the street fashion brand it with its Supra Skytop 3 the most classic modeled as Tony Hawk has created a special version
exclusive. This shoe uppers with a recent hot olive green design, with orange lining heel and then black as the match, the color is very
special.
adidas ZX Flux & quotGradient & quotnew color debut 2014-05-06 22:48:46
adidas ZX 8000 as a template to transform the adidas ZX Flux retro running shoes recently exposed a new color, exposure use two
new color gradient element mesh upper with gradient color scheme make the shoes very engaging, it is learned that the two shoes
Currently only exposure in Germany too, as to when to sale, but please Shaoanwuzao. 
Nike Zoom KD 4 Mike Miller PE 2013-12-08 22:42:13 Spy Shots network recently exposed this Nike Zoom KD 4 Mike Miller PE spy,
pure red color and current Miami Heat uppers the same color jersey. Golden heel with golden Swoosh Logo KD Exclusive very eye-
catching, the court must be one of the most eye-catching shoes. Currently this pair Nike Zoom KD 4 Mike Miller PE appear on eBay,
like friends you can go to understand.
Nike KD 6 "Animal Gradient" on sale soon 2013-12-08 23:54:10
Compared to Nike LeBron fiery 11, Nike KD 6 recent low-key a lot. This time Nike KD 6 Release "Animal Gradient" color, covered
with beautiful zebra pattern on light-colored uppers, and presents a very special transition effects. Whether it is to appear in court or
everyday wear will lead to good retention rates. Such a color scheme will not appear in the NIKEiD option we do not know, but in front
of this upcoming commercial, like a friend can look at local shops. 
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2015 �� advocate # # another living law of adidas Originals with City Jungle series break the shackles of a sense of the city's
skyscrapers. In the spring and summer men's section, into a large number of street elements, such as camouflage and Originals DNA
badges, new look showing blazer and baseball jackets, create a reinforced concrete urban jungle image of street children. Women
are much more colorful, classic sportswear, combined Boyfriend Fit tailoring and innovative color, lighting the busy downtown Tokyo
convert printed on top of the fabric with texture rendering texture, highlights not common in New York cards, only their own street
culture.
Nike Air Foamposite Pro "Yeezy" on foot Appreciation 2014-02-24 21:02:06
a black powder soak two days before the first exposure recently there on foot photos and details of the new real shot pictures outflow,
this Nike Air Foamposite Pro except outside and Yeezy 2 similar color design, shoes also covered with carbon fiber lines, Internet
rumors about this dark pink bubble will be on sale in May of this year, we will continue to focus the latest information on this bifocal
shoes, please pay close attention.
Basketball 
NIKE yesterday officially released the 2013 NBA all star game series, the theme again in the galaxy as the inspiration, around the
fictional Space Program Nike (NSP) launched. In addition, to receive the satellite signal Area 72 points as the theme, launched a
special series of top secret Area 72. 
design team devote themselves to study Houston rich space exploration tradition, with Blazer Mid Nike, Vandal Nike, Lunar Force
Nike 1, Barkley Posite Max Nike and Air Force Max Nike five 2013 shoe models are composed of a series, giving Area 72 unlimited



lively life. The eternal charm of the classic match the modern technology and material, also Nike classic laser gun Raygun sign into
the series of the main line, and appeared in every pair of shoes tongue. 
this NSP virtual world of basketball is a complex and intriguing but creative project that is designed to motivate players to play the
best level of. February 14th Area 72 special series will be in the major retail stores limited sale, Nike.com will also be synchronized,
you must pay attention to! 
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